Abstract-This paper presents a novel approach for stability and transparency analysis for bilateral teleoperation in the presence of data loss in communication media. A new model for data loss is proposed based on a set of periodic continuous pulses and its finite series representation. The passivity of the overall system is shown using wave variable approach including the newly defined model for data loss. Simulation results are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
is avoided by defining new gains in communication channels. These gains result in stability of the system, although cause poor performance. In [9] , delayed position signals are also used but this strategy causes tracking error as well. Similar approach has been used in [10] to converge the velocity error to zero. How ever, it failed to to provide zero position tracking error.
In [11] , a proper state feedback is designed and passive input/output system is defined such that it includes the position and velocity information. This approach result in good performance in presence of time delay. To avoid the adverse effects of wave distortion due to time varying delays and data losses, a novel solution based on the digital reconstruction of the wave variables is proposed in [12] . This approach introduces the use of buffering and interpolation scheme that preserves the passivity of the system which reduces the tracking error under time-varying delays and packet losses. In [13] , the passivity of the system has been shown in the presence of data loss by considering zero value Wave in a discrete communication. As long as data loss causes poor performance, considering data reconstruction methods is mandatory. In [14] , the effects of time delay and packet loss are compensated by estimating the received wave variables. This technique is based on Smith predictor and Kalman filter. Several researches have been done on compensating the effects of time delay in communication channels though most of which result in poor performance in the presence of data loss.
In network control system (NCS) literature, data loss often is modelled by using three main categories. In [15] , data loss has been modelled as jump linear systems with Markov chains. In [16] , modelling has been done using asynchronous dynamical system(ADS). In [17] , random sample system has been used for modelling.
In this paper, a robust and high performance teleoperation system in the presence of data loss and different initial conditions is presented. A new model for data loss is proposed based on a set of periodic continuous pulses and its finite series representation and a state feedback control law for master and slave manipulators is designed. The presented control laws contains both position and velocity information. The new architecture, built within the passivity framework, provides good transparency which is measured in terms of position tracking abilities of the bilateral system. This configuration provides robust performance against network effects such as packet losses and reordering which shows the ability of the architecture to teleoperate over unreliable communication networks . The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II, our proposed model for data loss is presented. The data loss is presented as a set of periodic continuous pulses and its finite series representation. In Section III, the structure of the teleoperation system in presence of the data loss is proposed. In Section IV, the stability of the teleoperation system is shown by defining a Lyapunov function candidate and obtain conditions to have acceptable performance. In Section V, the validation of our control approach is investigated via simulations and conclusion is presented in Section VI.
II. DATA LOSS MODELLING
In this paper, we propose a new continuous time model for data loss.
Assumption 2.1: Data loss occurs in periodic manner which can be written as a train of pulse as shown in Fig.  1 .
Where (.) * indicates signals which passes through communication channel in which data loss occurs, α T is loss rate, α T and L(t) is a periodic function of time and. Assumption 2.2: L(t) can be written as a finite Fourier series which is continuous and periodic where :
Substituting the loss rate α T and frequency of the train pulse signal W 0 = 2π T into (1), we obtain
In fact, L(t) is a continues function that describes data loss as a periodic phenomenon.
III. COORDINATION ARCHITECTURE FOR BILATERAL TELEOPERATION
The new presented model for data loss is implemented on the teleoperation structure in [11] . Master and slave dynamics are considered as follows :
T F e (3) where q m , q s are n×1 master and slave robots joint variables vectors,q m ,q s are n × 1 joint velocity vectors, τ m , τ s are n × 1 applied torque vectors, M s , M m are positive definite inertial n × n matrices, C is n × n Coriolis matrices and g is n × 1 gravitational vectors.
It is worth mentioning that some properties of the robot structures are as fallows The master and slave control torques are given by
Where τ m , τ s are master and slave actuators torques respectively. By substituting (4) in (3) the master and slave dynamic can be expressed
Where r m , r s are defined as in (6) 
In fact, r m , r s are new outputs of the teleoperation system, where
Hence according to (7) the new teleoperation system is lossless. where (τ m , r m ) and (τ s , r s ) indicate new input/output of the system. Since master and salve are passive based on new input/output definitions hence just the stability of channel should be proven. As in [11] the new structure of the teleoperation systems with respects to new definitions is illustrated in Fig. 2 Where variables in Fig. 2 are as follows: where r md , r sd are the signals obtained from scattering transformation. Control signals F sd (τ s ) and F md (−τ m ) are obtained in (9) .
Where b, K s and K m are positive definite diagonal matrices which should be chosen properly. According to 
In order to determine K m and K s , using presented data loss modelling and substituting (10) into (8) result in (11) .
and by substituting (9) in (11) ,(12) result in.
and similarly (13) is obtained.
In (12) and (13) according to the effects of r * md and r * sd on r sd and r sd respectively and the wave reflecting phenomenon, K m and, K s are selected equal to b, which simplifies (12), (13) to :
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS In order to analyse stability of the system, first tracking errors are defined as follows :
The main goal of the controller is that defined errors are converging to zero which result in highly improve transparency of the system. 
Assumption 4.3: r md ,r sd are assumed to be zero for t < 0 Theorem 4.1: A teleoperation system described as (5), (8) and (14) in presence of data loss described as (2) is stable and errors defined as (15) are bounded.
Proof: Let us define a Lyapunov function candidate as : 
From (8) can be shown :
Using (17) and (18) :
And substituting (10) and (19) :
According to data loss model in Fig. 1 it is clear that u (6), (14) and (15) : (4), (5), (6), (8), (9) and (14) which is illustrating in Fig.2 , q m ,q s are bounded if environment and operator are passive.
Proof: From boundedness of r m , r s is bounded we can conclude the boundedness of r sd , r md based on (14 Since the system is non-autonomos, the Barballat's lemma [18] is used . Lemma 1: If V satisfies following three conditions:
• V is lower bounded.
•V ≤ 0 •V is uniformly continuous ThenV → 0 as t → ∞ At this stage uniformly continuity ofV are proven. Using [18] V is uniformly continuous ifV is always bounded. Hence it should be shown thatë s ,ë m ,ė m ,ė s in what conditions remain bounded.
Since e m , e s are bounded , Using (2) and Fig. 1 then lost signals are q * m = L(t)q m , q * s = L(t)q s Using the boundedness of the first and third term of (26) it should be proven thatL(t) × q m is bounded.
As long as q m is bounded, the boundedness ofL(t) should be proven. Hence the train pulse are written by Fourier series with finite terms and derivative of that it with respect to time is as follows :
The boundedness ofL should be investigated at the point
Since Fourier series is considered to be written with finite termsė
In order to investigate the boundedness ofë m ,ë s thus
With using the boundedness of q m , L(t),L(t),q s ,q m andq m the boundedness ofL(t) should be shown hence :
According to variation of L(t) at t = α it is sufficient to investigate the boundedness neighbourhood of this point.
results in converging of this series to zero as α converges to zero. Hence,L remains bounded. Using (27) and (28), V remains bounded. HenceV is uniformly continuous, consequentlyV → 0 as t → ∞
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we simulate our proposed teleoperation system on a single degree of freedom system with following dynamics:
With using (3) the dynamics can be simplified as follow The environment is set to be mass, spring and damper. The operator moves the master by inserting forceF h .
In the first step we investigate the stability of the system. In order to investigate the dissipation of the channel, we apply a pulse signal to the master in a limited time as depicted in Fig.  4 . All signals converge to zero hence the channel is passive and stable See Fig. 5 . In second step in order to investigate the performance of the system in the presence of different initial conditions we consider channel with no data loss ( Fig.9 and Fig.10 . The resulting performance is acceptable. Obviously, increasing loss rate results in poor transparency although the proposed teleoperation system remains stable with tolerable performance (even in in the presence of data loss and different initial conditions).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the passivity based traditional architecture to cover position tracking in the presence of data loss and offset of initial conditions and proposed a new data loss model as a set of periodic continues pulses and use a coordination architecture which uses state feedback to define a passive output for a teleoperation system. This feedback is containing both position and velocity information and simulation results verified the usefulness of mentioned architecture. Next approach would be investigating this architecture for a general model of data loss as a stochastic phenomenon and also improving force tracking in the presence of data loss.
